Two-dimensional ZnO nanoflakes coated mesh for the separation of water and oil
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A B S T R A C T

Through the low-temperature hydrothermal route, one kind of two-dimensional (2D) ZnO nanoflakes was grown on the stainless steel mesh coated by Al. After being modified by stearic acid (SA), the coated mesh was found to be superhydrophobic and superoleophilic simultaneously, and the water contact angle can reach to 156.3° ± 2.1°. It could separate a variety of water and oil mixture. The separation efficiency was up to 95%. It was found that the oil with larger surface tension can be easier to penetrate the coated mesh, and then the separate efficiency increased. Besides, a detailed investigation showed that the special hierarchical micro/nanostructures and appropriate size of the mesh played an important role in obtaining the superhydrophobicity and superoleophilicity. The coated mesh might be practically employed in oil pollution.

© 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

In modern society, there is a growing need for the effective separation of water and oil because of the increasing oil pollution [1–3]. However, the separation of water and oil is a huge challenge, due to low separation efficiency, high operation costs and complex separation instrument. In order to overcome these difficulties, materials with both superhydrophobic and superoleophilic properties have received considerable attention in recent years [4]. Wettability is an important characteristic of solid surface, which can be controlled by the surface energy and geometric structure [5–7]. It was reported that the hydrophobicity and oleophilicity of a surface could be amplified by increasing the roughness of low surface energy materials [8–15], because the contact area between the surface and the water droplet was minimized by trapped air. On the basis of this principle, many methods have been developed to create such materials. For example, Jiang et al. fabricated a mesh for water and oil separation via coating copper mesh with polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) [4]. Tu et al. modified a stainless steel mesh with polystyrene solution for water and oil separation [16], Pan et al. fabricated a superhydrophobic and superoleophilic copper filter by immersing mesh in aqueous solution of NaOH and K2S2O8 and subsequently modifying it with n-dodecanethiol [17].

In this paper, we presented the growth of 2D ZnO nanoflakes on the stainless steel mesh through low-temperature hydrothermal route. After being modified by stearic acid, the coated mesh could separate oil from water and oil mixture selectively and effectively without any extra power. Its maximum separation efficiency was above 95%. Besides, it was found that the separation efficiency mainly depended on the surface tension of oil, and the oil with larger surface tension could be easier to penetrate the mesh. The 2D ZnO nanoflakes coated mesh with special hierarchical micro/nanostructures may be practically applied to the separation of water and oil.

2. Experimental

A stainless steel mesh with an average pore diameter of approximately 75 μm was used as the substrate. The mesh was sequentially cleaned with detergent, deionized water, ethanol, acetone, and deionized water before being dried at 60 °C for 20 min. The Al film layers were deposited onto the mesh by direct current (DC) magnetron sputtering. The distance between the target and the substrate was about 60 mm. Before deposition, the chamber was pumped down to a base pressure of 1.5 × 10−3 Torr. During the growth of Al film, argon gas with a flow rate of 30 sccm was fed into the chamber. The applied DC power, working pressure and the deposition time were 50 W, 22 mTorr and 40 min, respectively. The thickness of the aluminum film on the stainless steel mesh is about 500 nm. After deposition, the mesh was dipped in a capped Pyrex glass bottle filled with 16 mM zinc nitrate hydrate (Zn(NO3)2·6H2O) and 16 mM hexamethylenetetramine (HMT, C6H12N4) for growing 2D ZnO nanoflakes [18]. The Pyrex glass bottle was sealed and maintained at 90 °C for 2 h in a regular
laboratory oven. Then, the mesh was removed from the solutions, washed with deionized water and dried at 80 °C for 1 h. Finally, the sample was immersed into the ethanol solutions of 8 mM SA (C_{18}H_{36}O_{2}) for 10 h, and then dried in the air.

Surface images of the samples were characterized by field emission scanning electron microscope (SEM, Philips Sirion 200). The X-ray diffraction (XRD) experiment was carried out with D/max-2200/PC type diffraction, using Cu Kα radiation. An optical contact-angle meter system (Data Physics Instrument GmbH, Germany) was used to measure contact angle. Liquid droplets of 5 μl were suspended with needle tube and brought in contact with mesh using a computer controlled device.

3. Results and discussion

Fig. 1(a) shows the large-area view of the 2D ZnO nanoflakes on stainless steel mesh through low-temperature hydrothermal route. The pore size of stainless steel is about 75 μm. Typical image of the 2D ZnO nanoflakes on a stainless steel wire is shown in Fig. 1(b). Fig. 1(c) is the high magnification SEM image of the as-grown ZnO nanoflakes. It is found that each nanoflake is about 1.5 μm in width. We can see from Fig. 1(d) that the 2D ZnO nanoflakes are nearly vertical to the mesh, and each nanoflake is about 2 μm in height. Thus, a kind of interesting morphology of 2D ZnO nanoflakes was achieved on the stainless steel mesh substrate.

Fig. 2 shows the XRD pattern of 2D ZnO nanoflakes. The ZnO (1 0 0), (0 0 2) and (1 0 1) peaks are observed besides the (1 1 1) and (2 0 0) peaks which come from Al deposited on the mesh, which further indicates that the 2D nanoflakes is polycrystalline wurtzite ZnO.

The following chemical reaction equation will give the formation process of ZnO. It has been proposed from reactions (1) and (2) that HMT can react with water to produce ammonia which in turn generate OH^{-} anions. Because Al is an amphoteric metal, it can be dissolved into the solution under alkaline conditions in the presence of amine (from HMT). So more and more OH^{-} anions will combine with Al^{3+} and Zn^{2+} to form Al(OH)_{4}^{-} and Zn(OH)_{4}^{2-}, as shown in reactions (3) and (4), respectively. ZnO cluster are formed by the dehydration reaction (5). It is well-known that supersaturation is a prerequisite for crystal growth in solution. The growth habit of ZnO nanocrystallites is determined by not only the internal structure of ZnO itself, but also the concentration of OH^{-} [19]. In general, the wurtzite ZnO crystal grows preferentially along [0 0 1] direction. Furthermore, the additive ions usually act as a regulator to promote or inhibit the growth by their capping on the ZnO surface [20]. Al(OH)_{4}^{-} would presumably bind to the Zn^{2+} terminated (0 0 1) surface and suppressed the growth along [0 0 1] direction [21]. Therefore, the ZnO sample shows the morphology of 2D nanoflakes, as shown in
The roughness of the surface increases confirmed than 2918, $\cos Zn^2+$ over 1713 cm$^{-1}$.

The equation like Figure 3 shows the Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectrum of the coated mesh which was modified by SA. SA is known as a wax-like saturated fatty acid. SA molecules are absorbed onto 2D ZnO nanoflakes and lower its surface free energy. The interaction is confirmed by FTIR spectrum (Fig. 3). Two sharp peaks at about 2918 cm$^{-1}$ (CH3) and 2850 cm$^{-1}$ (CH2) indicate the existence of long-chain aliphatic groups and successful coating of SA molecules. The characteristic peak of the COOH group at 1713 cm$^{-1}$ disappears, indicating that the dissociative SA in the ZnO nanoflakes is very little. One peak appears at 1539 cm$^{-1}$, assigning to the antisymmetric carboxylate ion COO$^-$ stretching modes.

The separation principle of water and oil through the coated mesh can be explained by the Cassie equation (6) and Wenzel equation (7): [22,23]

$$\cos \theta^* = -1 + f_1(1 + \cos \theta)$$

$$\cos \theta^* = r \cos \theta$$

where $\theta^*$ is the contact angle of a the rough (hydrophobic) substrate, $\theta$ is the contact angle of a native flat surface, $f_1$ is the fraction of solid in contact with liquid ($f_1$ is a number smaller than unity), the surface roughness $r$ is defined as the ratio of the actual over the apparent surface area of the substrate ($r$ is a number larger than unity). The value of $f_1$ diminishes quickly, the contact angle increases according to Eq. (6) due to the rough surface and the low surface free energy. Fig. 4(a) shows the water contact angle (WCA) on this coated mesh is about 156.3 $\pm$ 2.1$^\circ$. According to Eq. (7), the surface oleophilicity can be enhanced by the increase of the surface roughness because original stainless steel mesh is oleophilic material. The oil contact angle (OCA) is close to 0$^\circ$, as shown in Fig. 4(b), and the penetration through the coated mesh is completed quickly as shown in Fig. 4(c).

Fig. 4 indicates the coated mesh can be applied to separate water and oil mixture. The oil was added into deionized water under constant stirring for preparing the mixture of oil and water. As shown in Fig. 5, the mixture of diesel oil and water (30% v/v) was poured onto the mesh, diesel oil quickly permeated through the filter and dropped into the bottle of test tube, meanwhile, water flowed along the outside of test tube into the beaker. In the separation experiments, we used a variety of water and oil mixture, and all the mixture could be successfully separated. The coated mesh retained superhydrophobic and superoleophilic properties after dozens of uses.

It has been reported that the wettability of the mesh depended on the pore size [4,13]. Fig. 6 illustrates the relationship between the contact angles and the pore sizes which range from 25 to 600 $\mu$m. From Fig. 6, we can find that the hydrophobicity shows a remarked dependence on pore size while the OCAs are always close to 0$^\circ$. The coated mesh has optimum superhydrophobicity when the pore diameter of the mesh is about 75 $\mu$m. Because of the insufficient proportion of the air/water interface, the mesh is lack of superhydrophobicity when the pore size is below 75 $\mu$m. Whereas above 75 $\mu$m, the pore size is so large that micro/nanostructured stainless steel thread cannot provide enough hydrophobic force. Hence, a decrease in hydrophobicity is observed when the size of the mesh pore increases further. In our experiments, stainless steel wire with pore size of about 450 $\mu$m has a bigger radius than that of 300 $\mu$m. Therefore, a stainless steel wire with pore size of about 450 $\mu$m has more 2D ZnO nanoflakes which can provide hydrophobic force. This may be the reason why the WCA on the mesh film with pore size of about 300 $\mu$m. Therefore, both the special hierarchical micro/nanostructures and the suitable size...
of the mesh pores are important in obtaining the best separation of water and oil.

Many studies have been reported about the separation of water and oil [4,5,8,23], but few results concerned the separation efficiency. In this paper, the separation efficiency was calculated by oil rejection coefficient (R (%)) (8) [24]. In order to get best results, we use the coated mesh with the pore size about 75 \( \mu \text{m} \).

\[
R(\%) = \left(1 - \frac{C_p}{C_0}\right) \times 100
\]  

where \( C_0 \) is the oil concentration of original water and oil mixture and \( C_p \) is the oil concentration of collected water after one time separation. We use four kinds of oil in the separation experiments, containing gasoline, diesel, hexane, and petroleum ether. The separation efficiency of diesel and water attains the peak value of 95.3%, as shown in Fig. 7.

To further explore the mechanism that the coated mesh has different separation efficiency for different water and oil mixture, we model the process in Fig. 8 on the assumption that the pores are arranged approximately in a regular square array. It can be shown from Fig. 8 that the position of the three-phase contact line of the meniscus is mainly governed by the differential pressure \( \Delta P \) [13,25,26]:

\[
\Delta P = \frac{2\gamma_{ov}}{R} = -\frac{I\gamma_{ov}(\cos \theta_A)}{A}
\]

(9)

where \( \gamma_{ov} \) is the surface tension of the oil–vapor interface, \( R \) is the meniscus curvature, \( I \) is the circumference of the pore, \( A \) is the cross-sectional area of the pore, and \( \theta_A \) is the advancing contact angle of the oil on the surface. It can be seen from Fig. 8(a) and Eq. (9) that \( \Delta P > 0 \) (negative capillary effect) when \( \theta > 90^\circ \), so the coated mesh shows superhydrophobicity. From Fig. 8(a) and Eq. (9), we can see that \( \Delta P < 0 \) (capillary effect) when \( \theta < 90^\circ \), so the coated mesh shows the superoleophilicity. With the increase of the surface tension, the absolute value of the pressure becomes larger, so the oil will penetrate the coated mesh easier. Therefore,
we can infer that the separation efficiency mainly depends on the surface tension. Because $Y_{\text{diesel}} > Y_{\text{hexane}} > Y_{\text{gasoline}} > Y_{\text{petroleum ether}}$, we can draw a conclusion that the separation efficiency is $R_{\text{diesel}} > R_{\text{hexane}} > R_{\text{gasoline}} > R_{\text{petroleum ether}}$. Which is consistent with our experimental results as shown in Fig. 7.

4. Conclusions

In summary, a novel performance of superhydrophobic and superoleophobic 2D ZnO nanoflakes coated mesh was developed through low-temperature hydrothermal route. Because of the special hierarchical micro/nanostructures and appropriate size of the mesh, the coated mesh showed an excellent superhydrophobicity with WCA of about $156.3 \pm 2.1^\circ$ and superoleophobicity with OCA of about $0^\circ$. So the coated mesh can be used effectively for the separation of water and oil. In experiment, the coated mesh showed high separation efficiency for a variety of water and oil mixture, which was up to 95%. It was found that the separation efficiency mainly depended on the surface tension of the oil. This work may be expanded to the novel separation and filtration equipment.
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